
DEPARTMENT OF  B.Voc. FASHION AND BOUTIQUE MANAGEMENT 

 

Programme: B.Voc. Fashion and Boutique Management 

 

 

PO No.                                  Programme Outcomes 

Upon completion of the B.Voc. Degree Programme, the graduates will be able to 

 

PO-1  attain knowledge on fashion concepts and theories 

PO-2  create and illustrate garment designs manually and through computer applications 

PO-3 
 accomplish skills on customized construction of children’s, men’s and women’s   

garments 

PO-4  acquire knowledge on entrepreneurial skills  

PO-5  gain knowledge on planning and purchasing their inventory, setting up the in-store 

displays and managing employees 

 

 

 

 

PSO No. Programme Specific Outcomes 

Upon completion of B.Voc. Programme, the graduates would be able to 

PSO-1  apply comprehensive abilities and skills in creating and developing products for the 

entry-level positions in textile and fashion industries  

PSO-2 learn and implement the procedures involved in pattern drafting, garment construction 

and fabric formations 

PSO-3 develop artistic abilities to form original fashion designs with the aid of utilizing 

manual and digital rendering techniques 

PSO-4 function independently with their innovative, creative skills and excel 

as entrepreneurs in textile and garment industries 

PSO-5 equip themselves as Assistant Fashion Designer, Fashion Designer, Export Manager and 

Boutique Manager along with their NSDC Certification (Sector Skill) of levels – 

4, 5,6 and 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                NSQF LEVEL - 4 

                  JOB ROLE - ASSISTANT FASHION DESIGNER (QP. CODE: AMH/Q1210) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Course 

Title 
Basic Sewing 

CODE 22FBVC101 

CO No. Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge 

Level 

CO-1 acquire knowledge on machineries used in garment construction K2 

CO-2 interpret the classification and functions of various sewing machine K2 

CO-3 understand the basic tools and cleaning process for the maintenance 

of sewing machines 

K2,K3 

CO-4 analyze the problems in the process of sewing and its remedies K2,K3 

CO-5 gain knowledge on the safety measures while sewing K3 

Course 

Title 
                   Basics of Apparel Designing Practical 

CODE                                          22FBVCP101 

CO No.                                   Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 construct the seam, seam finishes and hems K1,K2 

CO-2 develop samples for fullness, facing and binding K1,K2,K3 

CO-3 construct samples for sleeve, plackets and fasteners K1,K2 

CO-4 design and construct samples for yokes and collars K1,K2 

CO-5 prepare samples for pockets and surface trimmings K1,K2 



 

Course 

Title 
                                       Business Communication 

CODE                                                    22FBVA101 

CO No. Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 understand the process of business communication K1,K2 

CO-2 identify the factors contributing to active and poor listening K1,K2,K3 

CO-3 apply the presentation skills in business K1,K2 

CO-4 analyze the principles of  business correspondence K1,K2 

CO-5 interpret business communication skills for 
letter correspondence 

K1,K2 

 

Course 

Title 
           Foundation Course- Entrepreneurship Development 

CODE                                                        22FOCV1ED 

CO No. Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 understand the opportunities for new business in the fashion 

industry and able to adapt to the changing demand of the 

business 

K1 

CO-2 apply principles of entrepreneurship, new venture creation 

and business development to make decisions in the fashion 

industry 

K3 

CO-3 prepare an architectural planning for the garment industry K2 

CO-4 understand the environmental considerations and social 

responsibilities 
K2 

CO-5 
analyze about the sectors that supports the garment unit financially K2 

Course 

Title 
                                   Surface Embellishment Practical 

CODE                                                     22FBVCP02 

CO No. Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 create and illustrate motifs for surface embellishment K2 

CO-2 prepare samples with hand embroidery stitches K3 

CO-3 develop bead work, zardosi, stone work, applique and mirror 
work samples 

K3 

CO-4 construct belt, bow, smocking samples, tassels and fringes  K3 

CO-5 apply Aari work techniques on garments K4 



    

NSQF LEVEL - 5 

                      JOB ROLE - FASHION DESIGNER (QP. CODE: AMH/Q1210) 

 

Course 

Title 
                                  Pattern Making and Grading 

CODE 22FBVC202 

CO No.                                      Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 analyze the steps involved in taking body measurements and in 

the process of preparing the fabric for cutting 

K2,K3 

CO-2 develop patterns using measurements for various garment 

components 

K2 

CO-3 gain knowledge in dart manipulation techniques K2,K3 

CO-4 acquire knowledge on the techniques involved in pattern 

alteration and grading for various body measurements 

K3 

CO-5 recognize and identify the appropriate method of pattern layout K2,K3 

 

 

 

Course 

Title 
                                      Basic Fashion Illustration Practical 

CODE 22FBVCP03 

CO No. Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 acquire knowledge about basic human anatomy and head theories K2,K3 

CO-2 illustrate various type of collars, sleeves and necklines K2 

CO-3 sketch various type of skirts and tops K2,K3 

CO-4 design and illustrate various type of bottoms K3 

CO-5 create and illustrate various type of ornaments and accessories K2,K3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Course 

Title 
                           Garment Construction I Practical 

CODE                                             22FBVCP04 

CO No. Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 acquire knowledge about basic pattern making for garments K2,K3 

CO-2 apply layouts and analyze the steps involved in garment costing  K2,K3 

CO-3  design and construct children’s garments  K2,K3 

CO-4  illustrate and construct women’s garments K2,K3 

CO-5  create and construct men’s garments K3 

 

Course 

Title 
Basics of Textiles 

CODE 22FBVA202 

CO No. Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 identify the fibers and its characteristics K1 

CO-2 
understand the chemical and mechanical methods of spinning K1 , K2 

CO-3 analyze the principles of weaving process K2 

CO-4 interpret on the process of knitting K2 , K3 

CO-5 
develop knowledge on fabrication of nonwovens K4 

 

Course 

Title 
     Foundation Course - Personality Development 

CODE                                      22FOCV2PD 

CO No.                                      Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to 

 

Knowledge Level 

CO-1 understand the personality development techniques and 

communication skills 
K1 

CO-2 
analyze the determinants of personality characteristics with 

effects on cognitions, emotions and behavior 
K2 

CO-3 think critically on developing positive self-esteem techniques 

and analyzing interpersonal relationships 
K3 

CO-4 

interpret on the significant aspects of personality development K4 

CO-5 to prepare themselves towards participating in interviews and 

group discussions 
K2 
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